
GOOD FRIDAY 

IN CRUCE LATEBAT SOLA DEITAS AT HIC LATET SIMUL ET 

HUMANITATIS 

If like me, from time to time, you get distracted in church, then your eyes begin to 

wander and make sense of your surroundings: the statues, stained glass, stations of the 

cross. Perhaps at St Joseph’s the words over the crucifix are the most puzzling, the 

most enigmatic: 

On the Cross was hidden Thy Divinity alone, but here Thy Humanity also lies 

concealed 

Language has a unique way of communicating to us and between us ideas and truths 

which, without a code, simply could not be expressed clearly. But the mystery of our 

redemption – the Good Friday event – defies language, mere words, concepts strung 

together by words and symbols. That is why the Liturgy is of fundamental importance. 

Our actions speak louder and more clearly than our words: how we conduct our Good 

Friday Liturgy expresses in word and deed what words alone fail to achieve. Jesus is 

dead and - by association – so is God. If that were not so, then the drama of Calvary is 

simply another sad event in history, of the wrong man being executed at the hands of a 

fickle Roman Governor, wishing to appease an even more fickle crowd of people. 

The fundamental belief that Jesus was both fully human and fully divine - recognized 

in two natures, without confusion, without change, without division, without separation 

– is reasonable when he is performing miracles, giving divine teaching to the crowds, 

and transforming lives. But what about a gruesome, grizzly, death at the hand of pagan 

oppressors? How is the ‘almighty’ nature of God expressed in such helplessness and 

apparent weakness? How do we make sense of the cry of Jesus – quoting Psalm 22 - 

‘My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?’ Is God now changed, and dead? Is God 



now divided, separated from within? Is the divine Son now let loose from the Holy 

Trinity, for Satan’s sole pleasure and torment?  

It would seem so, but something more profound, more mysterious and hidden is 

happening. CS Lewis, the Christian author and apologist, speaks of this mystery as ‘deep 

magic from the dawn of time’. You may have read of the death of Aslan the lion – the 

Christ figure in his book The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. Aslan dies a brutal and 

humiliating death, in place of the traitor Edmund, at the hands of a cruel witch. Upon 

rising from the dead, Aslan speaks of a ‘deeper magic’ which, when a willing victim 

dies for a deserving criminal, time and space are changed: humanity is drawn up into 

the mystery of God’s divine love, and it is shocking, brutal, absolute. Nothing is held 

back, no alternatives are sought for our own complete good. ‘God in Christ’ takes the 

place of the guilty human victim – you and I - and as such He unlocks a mystery hidden 

to us from eternity. CS Lewis, speaking of the Witch’s apparent victory says, 

“If she could have looked a little further back, into the stillness and the darkness 

before Time dawned, she would have read there a different incantation. She would 

have known that when a willing victim who had committed no treachery was killed 

in a traitor's stead, the Table would crack and Death itself would start working 

backwards." 

This is what is happening here, for we know how the tale ends, or at least up until today. 

We still have to be reminded of the dreadful scene of our Lord’s betrayal, passion, and 

death, as we have just read. Suspended in time, if we were with those women, St John, 

and the crowds at Calvary, we would never know the miraculous outcome of the 

Resurrection. We leave today in silence, contemplating our own mortality, caught up as 

it is with the hidden humanity and divinity of Jesus. 

His true humanity is revealed to us during Easter Week, as we contemplate his risen 

body amongst the eleven faithful disciples and the women; and finally, next Sunday, we 

meet him face to face in the Upper Room. There his true divinity and his true humanity 



are fully revealed: revealed in the light of his perfect and eternal sacrifice on Calvary; 

revealed in the darkness of the sixth to the ninth hour on the cross; revealed in the 

cowardice of his followers, whom he commissioned to the sacred priesthood of the New 

Covenant last night. 

The words above the Crucifix in the Sanctuary are taken from a hymn written by St 

Thomas Aquinas, written for the feast of Corpus Christi, where we celebrate the true 

body, blood, soul, and divinity, revealed to us in the consecrated species of bread and 

wine. The ordinary becomes extra-ordinary; the profane becomes the profound; the 

hiddenness of God is revealed to us in ways that our minds, hearts and bodies can 

reasonably cope with. The cross speaks to us instead of unimaginable love; 

unreasonable sacrifice; the worst rate of exchange – the perfect and infinite in place of 

the imperfect and sinfully limited. That is, you and I. 

 


